In these times of constant mobility, urban metropolises are turning into intersections of transit and migration of goods, capital, services, cultures, knowledge and especially people. New concepts of urbanity witfi a transnational range are emerging. Moreover the relationship between geographic and social space is shifting. Social realities with specific qualities are appearing beyond traditional descriptions of locality, implving new spatial correlations between the local and the global as dense moments of transnational space (fig. 1). International airports are examples of these emerging transnational spaces and can be understood as compressors of space and time, conduits between physical locations in the world. At the
same time the extraterritorial zones of airports, called transit zones or airside, become an important 3 82 Figure 1 Terminal Cily, illustration of Geographies of Kinetic Elite, Re-make of Naked City, Guy Debord, 1957, with Terminal Hubs. threshold controUing the tlow of people in a free market economy ( fig. 3 ).
It is impossible to mark the border on the footprint of an airport. The border mutates into an abstract space permeating the physical territory of the airport and beyond. Nowadays, rather than a geographical boundary of the state, airport borders are a transit condition of the mobile body. The rules and regulations of transit zones apply to people as well as to airfreight. In the case of goods, extended zones excluded from national jurisdiction. support the "just-in-time" economies of free trade zones. Within the transnation state, the flow of goods within global markets is free of borders or boundaries It is efficient and it is furthered through the individual purchase of goods in duty and tax-free stores located throughout its transit zones ( fig. 7 ).
Nowadays, the airport is more than just a mixture of complex infrastructures and the emergence of Mcomee uncanny; Identity paper* and bank balance* are tha mean* to a momoni of Individuation that takes pUce not at the edge of national territory, but In tha heart of the global city. The discursive basis of this border is clear In tlie history ftf tha term 'eirslde*. Tha demarcation of a new form of border through this legal and administrative termfirst used during the 19S0s clearly describes that part of tha global city which Is not consldarad national territory tor tha purposes of Im- Reflecting the fact that SO per cent of global trade by value now goe* t^air, a ran9a for specialist spaces are baing constrxtctad around the world to handle and organise the world s burgeoning areal trade... __-_ ._- Figure 
